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SECRETARY'S ANNOUNCEMENTS
FORTHCOMING EVENTS, FROM FEBRUARY 1993

Wednesday 10 February at 5.30 for 6 p.m., at Brown's Hotel
(Dover and Albemarle Streets, London W1), Major and
Mrs Holt, of Holts' Battlefield Tours, on "Have you
news of my boy Jack?". [See a Letter to the Editor, from
Mrs Holt, in this issue.]
Wednesday 14 April at 5.30 for 6 p.m., at Brown's Hotel,
Sandra Kemp, D.Phil., Lecturer in English at the
University of Glasgow (and author of Kipling's Hidden
Narratives, 1988), on "The Necessary Word": Kipling
on the Art of Writing.
Wednesday 5 May at 12.30 for 1 p.m., at the Royal
Overseas League (Park Place, off St James's Street,
London SW1), the Society's Annual Luncheon. The
Guest of Honour will be Professor John Bayley.
[Members in Britain will receive further information,
and an application form, with this Journal and the
next.]
Wednesday 14 July 1993 at Brown's Hotel: – first, at 4 p.m.,
the Society's Annual General Meeting [also tea – a
booking form will be sent in due course to members in
Britain]; second, at 5.30 for 6 p.m., Mrs Margaret
Newsom (formerly our Honorary Librarian) on "The
Dog Hervey" [collected in A Diversity of Creatures].
Wednesday 15 September at 5.30 for 6 p.m., at Brown's Hotel
– programme to be announced.
December
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MAISIE AND DICK ON THE STAGE
A reader has supplied this magazine picture [Presumably of 1903? From which
magazine? Did it accompany a review? Does another reader know? – Ed. ] of the
dramatisation of The Light that Failed at the Lyric Theatre, London. It shows Mr (later
Sir Johnston) Forbes-Robertson (1853-1937) in the part of Dick Heldar, and Miss
Gertrude Elliott (born May Gertrude Dermot, of California; she married ForbesRobertson in 1900) as the obdurate Maisie.
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"LE NAVIRE QUI S'Y RETROUVE"
Not all the illustrators of Kipling — even during his lifetime and with his publishers'
approval – have hit the mark. Among the odder perpetrations were the drawings of
H. Deluermoz in a French edition (Librairie Delagrave, Paris, 1929) of some of Kipling's
Contes including "The Ship that Found Herself" [TheDay's Work, 1898]. Here is his
perception of the new cargo-steamer Dimbula.
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EDITORIAL
Since 1986, when Kipling's works came out of copyright, many new
editions of his stories and verses have appeared, varying widely in
usefulness and attractiveness. Some of the best, with valuably
perceptive critical introductions and helpful annotation, have been
duly reviewed in the Kipling Journal.
A letter on page 48 of the present issue reminds me that the Folio
Society has recently published three Kipling titles. It is almost
superfluous to add that they are beautiful and accurate productions:
most of us are aware of the Folio Society, which for years has offered
its members a growing range of fine books.
In 1991 it produced a slim volume of Barrack-Room Ballads (the 21
basic poems, excluding the "Other Verses" that accompany them in
Macmillan editions and the 50-odd military extras attached in the socalled Complete Barrack-Room Ballads of Rudyard Kipling that
Charles Carrington edited for Methuen in 1973). The Folio edition,
however, is worth having, for some vigorous drawings by Ian Ribbons
and an excellent new preface by Sue Bradbury.
She effectively sets the Ballads in the context of their time and
describes their remarkable popular impact, which lasted fifty years
and carried them through some seventy editions in Britain alone,
making Barrack-Room Ballads the most widely quoted volume of
verse in the English language.
Despite what Sue Bradbury concedes is an occasional element of
"truculent sentimentality", these poems possess in her phrase "a lifeforce which is undeniable' ', and constitute ' 'almost the only literary
picture of England's old pre-machine-gun army". Those muchenduring Victorian soldiers of the rank-and-file, though "lamentably
underpaid [and] unsuitably clothed and fed", did great things in
battle; yet back in barracks they had "little to do between
engagements except brawl and booze' '.
Tommy Atkins in India was socially a misfit, "a low-caste foreigner
adrift in a caste-ridden country". In these poems he has his memorial
— its vivid "cinematic life" suggesting "profounder artistry than
Kipling has perhaps been given credit for".
The second Kipling title that the Folio Society has produced, also in
1991, is Just So Stories, a handsome book which there are two special
reasons to commend. One is the impressive clarity of the familiar
illustrations by Kipling, reproduced for this edition directly from the
original black-and-white drawings in the British Library. Their bold
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freshness makes you realise that in numerous re-issues over the years
the identical pictures have deteriorated through repeated copying of
the plates.
The other reason for acquiring the Folio Just So Stories is that
alone among British editions it contains a rare story, "The Tabu Tale"
– an addition to the Tegumai canon that deserves to be better known,
and is idiosyncratically illustrated like the rest.
The third Folio Society Kipling is the Jungle Book (1992). Again, its
interest is enhanced by a distinctive feature: it is beautifully illustrated
with 16 coloured plates by the Detmold brothers. These were the twins
Maurice and Edward, born in 1883: their joint artistic stock once
stood high. In 1908 (the year of Maurice's untimely death – Edward
lived on for half a century) these same strangely stylised pictures were
used in a Macmillan edition of The Jungle Book, which is now hard to
come by.
But the Folio Society has done a better job than Macmillan did on
the plates – partly with larger pages that allow larger illustrations,
partly, no doubt, with the vastly improved techniques of colour
reproduction now available. The Detmolds are superb: whether a
comparable result will be attainable with The Second Jungle Book,
due in 1993, depends on a solution to the Folio Society's problem,
described in its letter in this issue.
For reasons of space, I am leaving till March 1993 anything more
than a mention of another volume of Kipling in German (Die Ballade
von Ost und West: Ausgewählte Gedichte [Selected Poems], Haffmans
Verlag ag Zürich), produced by that prolific and expert translator
Gisbert Haefs. We have noted his earlier volumes, in September 1989
and December 1990; in that latter issue he himself contributed a
penetrating article on the hazards of translation; the works of Kipling
are safe in Haefs's hands.
For similar reasons I will also defer till March any serious notice of
two fine volumes of Kipling in French, now before me (Rudyard
Kipling: Oeuvres, edited by Pierre Coustillas and others; Bibliothèque
de la Pléiade, Éditions Gallimard; vols I & II, 1988 & 1992). Between
them they amount to some 3500 pages, but unhandy bulk is avoided
by use of India paper. Their scholarly accuracy seems exemplary.
Kipling's style is hard to translate: I am sure that both Coustillas and
Haefs, who have wrestled with it, would refute Arnold Bennett's
curious assertion [see an item on page 53] that Kipling was no artist in
the use of words.
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KIPLING AND GARDENING
by GILLIAN SHEEHAN

[Dr Gillian Sheehan, M.B., B.Ch., B.A.O., is a familiar and popular figure at the Kipling
Society's London meetings. The fact that she takes the trouble to come to most of them
is itself a compliment to the Society: her attendance involves a considerable journey each
time, from her home in Milltown, County Kerry, on one of those long peninsulas that
reach out into the Atlantic, at the south-western extremity of Ireland.
In 1978 she qualified at the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland, and in 1981,
following a stint of hospital work in Dublin, she returned to join her parents' general
practice in Milltown – where members of that family have been general practitioners for
over a hundred years. Apart from their busy medical practice, she and her parents are
enthusiastic gardeners, managing five acres of garden with two greenhouses.
Dr Sheehan was elected to the Kipling Society's Council in 1989, and served on it for
a three-year term. She has also formally addressed Society meetings — once in 1989 on
"Kipling in Ireland" (the text deserves to be recorded in our pages, and one day shall
be), and again in 1991 on "Kipling and Gardening", a subject to which she returned with
variations in a talk at Bateman's in 1992. The text which follows, slightly adapted here
and there to reflect the distinction between a lecture and an article, is derived from her
1992 text.
Kipling was a man of many interests. That one of them related to plants, and that he
became an enthusiastic though unpretentious gardener, should not surprise anyone well
versed in his writings, including his letters. Still, it is useful and revealing to have some
of the evidence for this abiding interest set out in the agreeable way that Dr Sheehan has
chosen. Her article contributes attractively to our overall appraisal of the man. — Ed.]

According to Charles Barr, "the best way to get real enjoyment out of
the garden is to put on a wide straw hat. . . hold a little trowel in one
hand and a cool drink in the other, and tell the man where to dig." 1
However, this was not Kipling's way.
Admittedly, during his early life he had little chance to do any
gardening. When he returned to India in 1882 he lived with his parents
in Lahore. Their house stood in a dusty compound from which all
vegetation had been removed; his parents feared illness from diseasecarrying insects living in shrubs and trees.
Kipling was kept far too busy at his job on the Civil & Military
Gazette to do more than notice beautiful flowers and plants now and
then. In a letter of July 1884 to his aunt, Edith Macdonald, he
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described a moonlight picnic visit to the Shalimar Gardens near
Lahore –
"one of the loveliest places under Heaven . . . The gardens
themselves looked like fairy land. Great sheets of still water,
inlaid marble colonnades . . . thick trees and lime bushes and
acres of night blooming flowers that scented the whole air . . . I
couldn't give you any better idea than by referring you to
Tennyson's description of the garden of the princess Ida . . . In
the end we deluged our partners with bouquets and wreaths of
Marshal Niel roses. . ." 2
He remembered these roses when he wrote " 'Rikki-Tikki-Tavi' "
(1893), describing the garden in Allahabad, "with bushes as big as
summer-houses of Marshal Niel roses". (The correct name for this
rose is Maréchal Niel; it was first introduced in 1864. It is a beautiful
bright yellow rose that grows well in India: here, it has to be grown
under glass.)
In March 1889 Kipling left India, and travelled with his friends
Professor and Mrs Hill by way of Singapore and Japan. The Botanical
Gardens in Singapore with their "perspiring plants, and the tree-fern
that sweated audibly", would, he felt,
have been lovely at Kew, but here, where . . . they were the only
place of recreation open to the inhabitants, they were not
pleasant. All the plants of all the tropics grew there together, and
the orchid-house was roofed with thin battens of wood — just
enough to keep off the direct rays of the sun. It held waxy-white
splendours . . . plants that were half-slugs, drawing nourishment
apparently from their own wooden labels; but there was no
difference between the temperature of the orchid-house and the
open air; both were heavy, dank, and steaming . . .3
However, the gardens in Japan really impressed him; and he was in
Osaka at the time of the Festival of the Cherry Blossom, and
described how, along one boulevard,
cherry, peach and plum trees, pink, white and red, touched
branches and made a belt of velvety soft colour as far as the eye
could reach.4
Three years later, in 1892, he returned to Japan with his wife, on
their honeymoon. Their first weeks were happy. He described the
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garden of the old French Legation in Yokohama as "the garden of
Eden, that most naturally dropped down here after the Fall". 5 But
later, still in Yokohama, they were faced with financial disaster when
Kipling's bank, the New Oriental Bank Corporation, failed and he
lost his capital. He never said so, but to judge from a subsequent
description of a Tokyo flower market, this event may have soured his
view of Japan:
By the light of smoking oil-lamps people were selling flowers and
shrubs – wicked little dwarf pines, stunted peach and plum trees,
wisteria bushes clipped and twisted out of all likeness to
wholesome plants, leaning and leering out of green-glaze pots. In
the flickering of the yellow flames, these forced cripples and the
yellow faces above them reeled to and fro fantastically all
together.6
The Kiplings returned to Brattleboro, in Vermont, where Mrs
Kipling's family lived. Kipling had acquired 11 ½ acres of land from
his brother-in-law; and they rented Bliss Cottage nearby, while their
own house, to be called Naulakha, was being built. This provided
Kipling's first chance to do practical gardening. Mary Cabot, a friend
of theirs, recorded in her journal Kipling's interest in the garden of the
new house:
Of special importance to him was the arrangement of grounds
and formal garden. He cared for every tree and shrub and plant,
investing them with poetic individuality, and tended the flowers
with affection, as his daily portion of work, through their season
. . . when Spring broke, his pleasure was to tramp the woods in
search of wild flowers, or shape and weed his garden. His love of
nature was intense, as was everything else in him . . ?
The identification of wild flowers must have given him a lot of
pleasure at this time. He acquired an early edition of How to Know
the Wild Flowers by Mrs William Starr Dana. In April 1893 he wrote
to her:
"Will you permit a stranger to thank you very sincerely for the
pleasure he has received from your book "How to Know the
Wild Flowers".
I live in Vermont a few miles from the nearest town and all last
summer tramped about wondering what and which the flowers in
our woods, swamps and pastures might be. The country-folk
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called them vaguely "weeds" or cheerfully misnamed them. This
summer, thanks to you, I hope to be wiser. Your book is exactly
what I needed – not a botanical excursus but a volume for such
beginners as I who may in time try to study botany.
When another edition comes out couldn't you write a small
extra chapter on the keeping and pressing of specimens; how
rough microscope work should be done; and how the tender
flowers that go to pieces quickest can be doctored?" 8
In the summer of 1893 the Kiplings moved into Naulakha. The
garden contained several long rectangular flower-beds. Kipling had a
man called J.R. Nourse to help him with the layout. In August 1895 he
wrote to Farquhar & Co, of Boston:
"I ordered from you this Spring some four and twenty H.P.
roses, hollyhocks, peonies, zinnias, asters and one or two other
plants for my garden. I think it is only fair to let you know that
everything you sent was both thoroughly good of its kind and
entirely satisfactory in growth. I lost only two of the H.P.s, the
others blooming beautifully. The hollyhocks are now over four
feet high loaded with blossom, and both zinnias and marigolds
(particularly the quilled African variety) as fine as could be
desired. In fact the success of the garden this year is largely due to
your supplies.
I wish now that your firm would send me (by mail or express as
seems best) 150 good strawberry plants of a variety sufficiently
hardy to endure over Vermont winters. I cannot at the present
moment set hands on your catalogue so must trust in your
judgment, which, I am sure, will be correct. I should prefer
[mature?] plants if possible in order to get better fruit next spring.
I should be obliged if you would send me your catalogue as
s.a.p., as I wish to order some Tea Roses, etc., for indoor
blooming this winter.
If you will let me know cost of plants and express a/c I will
forward cheque." 9
In September 1895 the Kiplings were blasting out rocks to build an
ice-house; and trying to put up a small greenhouse that would stand
up to the Vermont winter. As far as I know they never succeeded with
the greenhouse. The following month, they were "preparing for the
winter siege: digging and sodding and hauling dirt and spreading
phosphates and putting the garden to rights." 10
On returning to England in 1896, the Kiplings rented Rock House
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at Maidencombe, near Torquay: here they had a garden, a
conservatory, an orchard and a gardener. In March 1897 Kipling wrote
to an American friend, William Hallett Phillips:
"As for 'me and my house' we are in the thick of a South English
Spring – primroses, violets, hyacinths, birds and butterflies
abound already; and every sign of a warm summer . . ."11
But Kipling didn't like Torquay, with its "clipped hedges and shaved
lawns", 12 and they left after only twelve months.
In September 1897 they moved to The Elms at Rottingdean, which
they rented for 3 guineas a week. In a letter to C.E. Norton Kipling
mentioned that they had a "beautiful garden". But the interior of the
house, which he described as "neolithic", occupied him more at this
time.
The gardener at The Elms was a man called Marten. Kipling had a
sand-pit made in the garden, for his children to play in when they
could not go to the beach. Mrs Kipling grew gourds, and cut the
initials of each child on a different one; and each day they would look
to see whose initials had grown most.
At that time there was a road across the Green, just outside the
front wall of the garden of The Elms. The local bus company cut
several branches off the trees overhanging this wall, without Kipling's
permission; they justified this by saying the branches knocked off the
hats of those sitting upstairs on the open buses. It annoyed Kipling
very much, and I believe he remembered it years later when he wrote
"Beauty Spots" [Limits and Renewals], with its description of
"mangled and lopped timber", a mutilation which "laid the dell open
to passing cars and charabancs".
After the death of their daughter Josephine in 1899, the Kiplings
were unhappy at The Elms: there were too many memories of her
there – and too little privacy from annoying sightseers. In December
1899 Kipling hired a car from Brighton, plus engineer, for 3 Vt guineas
a week – half a guinea more than the house. After that, in a
succession of cars, he explored the Sussex countryside in search of a
better home, until he found Bateman's, which he bought in June 1902
with 33 acres, for £9,300. Here,
he was able, for the first time, to indulge fully his own interest in
gardening and farming. He gradually enlarged his land holdings,
surrounded his lawns with yew hedges, and planned and
maintained a vast formal garden.13

An artist's impression of Bateman's, as it looked some 35 years before Kipling acquired it.
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One of his best friends was Rider Haggard, who lived on a small
estate in Norfolk, was very interested in gardening and farming, and
frequently advised him on such matters. In 1905 Haggard published A
Gardener's Year; and Kipling wrote to thank him for a copy:
"Everything in the book delights my sympathetic soul except
your orchids. These leave me cold. I want to know more about
the new lawns, A's weaknesses ["A" was Haggard's gardener],
tree cutting and orchard works, and you waste whole pages on
Muscisimilifloribunda Venezuelianinis and such like. But I
suppose you have fellow maniacs in this ploy . . ."14
Haggard was very keen on growing orchids, and sometimes sent them
to Bateman's. 15
Another friend was Colonel H.W. Feilden. He had been a Naturalist
with the British Polar Expedition of 1875-76, and, living in Burwash,
was a continual source of help and advice to Kipling on farming and
gardening matters.
Kipling read extensively the writings of gardeners of the past, such
as Gilbert White and William Cobbett. He discovered "the Four Great
British Botanists", as he called them in "Fairy-kist" [Limits and
Renewals] – John Ray, Robert Morrison, Nehemiah Grew and
Stephen Hales, who were seventeenth/eighteenth-century gardeners of
distinction.
He greatly admired Thomas Tusser (?1524-80). Tusser was trained as
a musician, and became an unsuccessful farmer, which didn't stop
him from instructing others by his Hundreth Good Pointes of
Husbandrie (1557). His 100 points grew to 500 in later editions, but he
still died a debtor in prison. Kipling persuaded E.V. Lucas to re-issue
Tusser's Five Hundreth Pointes, and wrote to him in November 1930:
" . . . The first Tusser Redivivus was D. Hilman's – 1710. I am
sending you (registered insured and so forth) my own sacred 1744
edition, which is the same with a new title page. I am myself not
more than indifferent honest about books — so you may guess
what I think of the virtue of others. I want it back as soon as may
be . . ."16

When Lucas re-issued the book, the following explanation by
Kipling, by way of 'benediction', appeared in the foreword:
What I like about [Tusser] is that he does not seem to have made
much of a success of his own job – whereby he came to know

THOMAS TUSSER'S TITLE-PAGE OF 1931
The accompanying article describes this edition. Lucas, in his foreword, said its
publication was "due to the enthusiasm of Mr. Rudyard Kipling", adding that the
opportunity to reprint an old introduction by Scott was "too good to lose . . . How
astonished would Tusser have been could he foresee that two such masters of romance
were to find solace and instruction in his simple pages."
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what he was writing about. He was so dead keen to impart his
knowledge to his neighbours (I don't think he ever thought much
beyond his own county [Suffolk]) that he rammed his maxims
into his metre with a sledge-hammer . . . He went to his grave not
knowing he had made a book which should last in the full flower
of practical use (neither anthologized nor classicized but en bloc)
for two hundred and fifty years.17
Kipling quotes Tusser at the start of "An Habitation Enforced"
[Actions and Reactions] —
My friend, if cause doth wrest thee,
Ere folly hath much oppressed thee,
Far from acquaintance kest thee
Where country may digest thee . . .
Thank God that so hath blessed thee,
And sit down, Robin, and rest thee.
He also parodies Tusser in "The Four Points", one of which is:
Drink as thou canst hold it, but after is best;
For Drink with men's Driving makes Crowners to Quest.
Nicholas Culpeper (1616-54) was also a great help to Kipling.
Culpeper was an apothecary who never managed to complete his
apprenticeship. He fought on the side of the Roundheads, and was
severely wounded in the chest at Newbury in 1643, an injury from
which he never fully recovered. He published The English Physician
Enlarged, or the Herbal in 1653 – subtitled as an "Astrological
Discourse of the Vulgar Herbs of this Nation. Being a Compleat
Method of Physick, whereby a man may preserve his body in Health;
or cure himself, being sick, for three pence charge, with such things as
only grow in England, they being most fit for English Bodies."
Culpeper is Kipling's main character in "A Doctor of Medicine"
[Rewards and Fairies]; and Kipling must have had the Herbal open at
his side when writing " 'Our Fathers of Old' ", which accompanies
that story. In these verses, Kipling asks:
Who but Venus should govern the Rose?
Who but Jupiter own the Oak?
The Herbal tells us that the Rose (Damask) "is under the dominion of
Venus", and that "Jupiter owns the [oak] tree."
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In the same verses, Kipling mentions several herbs with unusual
names. "Call-me-to-you" is Heartsease (Viola tricolor); "Melilot" is
Sweet Clover (Melilotus officinalis); "Rose of the Sun" may be
Sundew (Drosera rotundifolia), since the French for Sundew is "Rose
du Soleil", 18
Kipling, indeed, had quite an interest in herbs. When travelling on
the Continent, he sometimes collected herbs and small plants, posting
them to Bateman's to be planted in the cracks in the stone paths.
In "A Centurion of the Thirtieth" [Puck of Pook's Hill], Maximus
mixes the wine, and when Parnesius drinks it he notices that it
contains blue borage. This herb was once commonly cultivated in
England: its flowers were supposed to have exhilarating qualities, and
were added to salads and wine.19
In "The Eye of Allah" [Debits and Credits], Kipling gives an
excellent description of "the rictus, or pseudo-laughter on the face of
such as have perished by the strong poisons of herbs allied t o "
Ranunculus sceleratus, which he calls the "cut-leaved buttercup". It is
also known as the Celery-leaved Crowfoot.20
I believe much of the garden at Bateman's was laid out before
Kipling's time; but as far as I can tell he planned the formal
rose-garden and planted most if not all of the yew hedges. Dorothy
Ponton, who went to Bateman's in 1911 as governess, gave the
following description of the garden:
A dense yew-hedge screened the grounds from inquisitive eyes; an
oak gate gave entrance to the flagged, beautifully kept lawns,
which led to the massive porch, bearing the date 1634. Creepers
adorned the porch on either side and climbed to the windows of
Mr. Kipling's study . . .
Near the school-room door was a massive oak door leading
into the grounds which faced south. The first thing that caught
the eye, on looking straight ahead, was the beautiful lawn with its
avenue of limes and at the end of the lawn, the flower-beds, quiet
in colouring except for a sudden streak of vivid hue standing out
from the rest. A broad flagged terrace, the cracks of which were
filled in with tiny herbs that wafted an odour of peppermint as
you passed them, bore to the right and faced undulating pastures
beyond the garden . . .
The flagged path to the left of the terrace ran south along the
edge of the lawn, beyond which was the square lake and a
glorious rose-garden set about a circular pool. Continuing south,
the path skirted a grass tennis-court, and was edged with borders
of snowy carnations . . .21
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Miss Ponton also recalled that ' 'after working in his study most of
the morning, [Kipling] often did a little gardening before lunch". 22
His daughter Elsie thought that "his interest in his garden was only
mild, but on occasion he would take a swop hook or spud, and deal
furiously with nettles and other weeds".23 Perhaps at such times he
was trying to rid himself of "cameelious hump" –
The cure for this ill is not to sit still,
Or frowst with a book by the fire;
But to take a large hoe and a shovel also,
And dig till you gently perspire;
And then you will find that the sun and the wind,
And the Djinn of the Garden too,
Have lifted the hump –
The horrible hump –
The hump that is black and blue!24
The Bateman's gardener certainly didn't do all the work. July 1908
was very dry, and Kipling wrote to Elsie in London:
". . .no rain has come: though Mummy and I nearly broke our
backs last night watering the roses round the pond. I had a
bucket: she had a watering pot and the pond was almost a foot
below the brim. So you can guess that we had to stoop. Also I got
wet. . ."25
I am sure he would have agreed with the American writer Charles
Dudley Warner (author of My Summer in a Garden, 1870), that a
gardener needs a cast-iron back with a hinge on it.26
In October 1909 Kipling wrote to his son John:
" . . . gusts of sticky wind and torrents of warm rain. The brook
is up two feet – just like cocoa and running eight knots. The
ground is pulp where it isn't squog. Of course in the midst of this
. . . a lot of yews and hollies which Mother is planting have
arrived. Martin Holies and Drawbridge planted 26 four foot yews
outside our yew hedge at the front of the house . . . I'm busy
with my tales but I do wish you were here to help me trim up the
poplar and the willow . . ." 2 7
I think the 26 yews must either have been a failure or been
incorporated into the original yew hedge that is still there.
In October 1909 there was a bad flood, which caused a lot of
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damage in the garden but provided ideas for future stories and verse.
Several weeks before, Kipling had written to John, "I've tucked up the
bees for the winter under extra thick quilts and have given 'em lots of
syrup. Only got one sting . . ."28 He kept his hives on 'Cedar Island'
in the Dudwell.
After the flood, in another letter to John, among a list of damage
to the garden, he itemized: "All my bee-hives swept away from Cedar
Island – with the tables they stood on. Nothing left except the top of
one hive." Also, "1 teak seat carried off and set down among the roses
by the pond. The other seat floated over among the laurels." He also
mentioned going with Colonel Feilden to Dudwell Farm, where they
saw a pig which had been "floated out of his sty" and was "very clean
and washed". 29
In " 'My Son's Wife' " [A Diversity of Creatures], there is a similar
flood: both floods occurred at night, both floated garden seats into
rose-beds, and both involved pigs. As for the loss of the bees, it is
recorded in "The Song of Seven Cities ', of which the 4th and 8th
verses read as follows:
So they warred and trafficked only yesterday, my Cities.
To-day there is no mark or mound of where my Cities stood.
For the River rose at midnight and it washed away my Cities.
They are evened with Atlantis and the towns before the Flood.
I was Lord of Cities – I will build anew my Cities,
Seven, set on rocks, above the wrath of any flood.
Nor will I rest from search till I have filled anew my Cities
With peoples undefeated of the dark, enduring blood.
Kipling must indeed have replaced and restocked his hives, for Miss
Ponton helped him in an attempt to catch a swarm down by the mill a
few years later.30
The same flood undermined the footbridge to Cedar Island. Some
years later, the undermining of a footbridge by a flood is a crucial
event in "Friendly Brook" [A Diversity of Creatures], which also has
a "white-top bee-skep" floating down the stream.
To return to 'practical gardening', in a letter to Andrew McPhail in
June 1910 Kipling wrote:
" . . . Yesterday (these are the things one really works for) the wife
and I had a glorious day in the garden alone . . . building a little
dry stone wall to the edge of a bed that had long been an eyesore.
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We knocked off, stiff, sore (stones aren't easy to handle), pretty
dirty, bat quite happy. Why is it that one gets more joy over a job
like that than 'literature'? And also we've been filling up holes
and weak places along the river with spiles and dirt and building
retaining walls to the face of a cess-pit; and I've sown some buckwheat and our hollies are growing and we feel that this year
marks great things in the garden." 31
In "The Land" (1911),
. . . that aged Hobden answered: '"Tain't my business to advise,
But ye might ha' known 'twould happen from the way the valley
lies.
Where ye can't hold back the water you must try and save the sile.
Hev it jest as you've a mind to, but, if I was you, I'd spile!"
They spiled along the water-course with trunks of willow-trees,
And planks of elms behind 'em, and immortal oaken knees . . .
In August 1910 Kipling wrote again to McPhail:
" . . . D'you know anything about village flower-shows – with
tents, the village band (more quickly caught than a pestilence and
the baker runs presently mad), cocoa-nut shies, dancing on the
grass, prize-givings for butter, home-baked bread, collections of
vegetable produce, table decorations, needlework, etc., etc.,
because this is the season for 'em and next week the village will
have its own flower show at Bateman's. This means that the
entire population will decant itself into and over our garden and
the next field; will dance on the lawn till 9.30 and will generally
possess and devastate the whole place with the cheeriest good will
in the world.
Nota: Our head gardener who bears the brunt of the fray and will
have to clean up later is on the committee so his mouth is shut.
The local grocer (also a church warden) and the school teacher
came down here yesterday to choose sites for tents and to fill the
back yard with tables, trestles, marquee poles etc., etc., and
incidentally to talk things over . . ." 32
This letter must have been written over several days, for he continues:
"Oh – we had our flower show yesterday – in the one day of
decent weather since June. Over 1,000 folk turned up and we were
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at it from 7.00 a.m. to 9.30 p.m. And today the lawns look as
though they had been rented out to all the bulls of Bashan. But
no damage and much mirth. I wish you could have seen it. It was
so curiously local and self-contained and so quietly at ease in its
own Zion . . . "
A detailed report of the flower show, which was run by the Burwash
and Burwash Weald Horticultural Society, was given in the Sussex
Daily News of 12 August 1910. A short extract reads thus:
The local Brass and Fife and Drum Bands added to the
entertainment. A large number of people who paid for admission
were given the highly prized opportunity of wandering in the
beautiful grounds of the mansion and a prominent figure among
the visitors was Mr. Kipling whose kindness largely accounted for
the triumph the Society gained . . .
In 1911, with C.R.L. Fletcher, Kipling produced A History of
England. The last verses in the book, "The Glory of the Garden",
describe in detail the work of the gardeners in a large garden of the
period:
. . . And there you'll see the gardeners, the men and 'prentice
boys
Told off to do as they are bid and do it without noise;
For, except when seeds are planted and we shout to scare the
birds,
The Glory of the Garden it abideth not in words . . .
The main point behind these verses was to show the youth of England
("Our England is a garden . . .") that there was something everyone
could do for the good of the country –
. . . There's not a pair of legs so thin, there's not a head to thick,
There's not a hand so weak and white, nor yet a heart so sick,
But it can find some needful job that's crying to be done,
For the Glory of the Garden glorifieth every one . . .
To return to Bateman's – Kipling made an attempt to keep a pair
of peacocks in the garden, but it ended in failure. In May 1911 he
wrote to Mrs Hussey at Scotney Castle (near Lamberhurst in Kent),
offering her the birds. They were beautiful, he said, but restless,
appearing to aspire to "a park" and "medieval ruins", as better suited
to their style. He went on to suggest that a cart be sent over for them,
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with netting on top, as though for a pig.33
In May 1913, Mrs Frank N. Doubleday (the wife of his American
publisher and friend) sent Kipling a large collection of plants for
Bateman's. He wrote to thank her:
" . . . Got 'em nearly all in! They came in the pink of condition
on a drizzly wettish day – ideal weather for planting. We were
going that afternoon to Mrs Hussey's, the beautiful lady with the
beautiful garden – but we forsook all for an hour and walked
round with Martin and the dogwoods and the trilliums and the
asters. Trilliums under east yew hedge; dogwoods on the south
west bed; azaleas (bless you for the azaleas) to thicken and glorify
our existing stocks in the walled garden. It's a splendid year for
azaleas by the way. – and so on and so forth . . .
They were superbly packed. I'm a bit bothered about the [?]
moccasin plants – can't quite pick a site to suit me: and bitter
experience has taught me that the pitcher plants must not be put
in the sides of our roaring mad little brook. I'll find a still pond
for 'em. And this time we've massed everything in clumps.
Martin, left to himself, spreads 'em out in thin lines. Likewise the
aster seeds (as well as the asters themselves) have ' 'duly come to
hand" and by the blessing of Allah this autumn should be a New
England autumn in the Reserve Garden . . ." 34
It is interesting that the name of the gardener at Bateman's in 1909
was Martin. Could he possibly be the same as the Marten who was
gardener at The Elms in 1898? In that year, in a letter to C.E. Norton,
Kipling described the funeral at Rottingdean of Sir Edward BurneJones, and mentioned that Marten would keep the grass over the grave
watered.35 According to Professor Pinney, Martin was a long-time
gardener at Bateman's – and a gloomy Dissenter.
In October 1913, Kipling wrote to John:
"The Motor Lawn Mower machine is coming from Ransomes on
Monday with a demonstrator. I bet it will fizzle and stink just like
the other but anyhow I'm going to get it and have these lawns of
ours properly rolled for once . . ."36
I suppose that when Kipling came to Bateman's in 1902 he initially
had a "lawn-mower pony" such as old Middenboro, mentioned in "A
Doctor of Medicine".
During the 1914-18 War Kipling had little time for gardening.
However at one point, prompted by an enquiry addressed to himself,
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he wrote to consult Colonel Feilden as to whether sphagnum moss,
which, duly sterilised, was "now being used for wound dressings",
was found in Sussex in quantities that would make it practical to
collect it for the Red Cross.37 (Sphagnum moss, when dried, acts like
a sponge, and makes an effective absorbent dressing. I do not know if
it is common in Sussex, but in "Below the Mill Dam" [1902; Traffics
and Discoveries] the Wheel, referring to "the beautiful little plants
that grow on my woodwork", says, "There are five varieties of rare
moss within less than one square yard.")
After the War, Kipling became an Imperial War Graves
Commissioner. For several years he went abroad to inspect the
cemeteries. The making of the cemetery gardens had begun in 1919,
and the 'War Graves Number' of The Times, published on 10
November 1928, explains how it was done:
. . . early 1919 saw what were called Travelling Garden Parties –
closed lorries, each with tents, tools, driver, foreman, eight
gardeners and the inevitable trench-found small dog in charge of
all – cruising into chaos with three days' rations and water (there
was none on the road drinkable) and a supply of some
elementary plants, seeds and shrubs. Fresh rations reached them
more or less punctually from their H.Q., and at the end of a week
or so they came back to start again in another direction,
dropping gardeners or registration officers as required . . . "
It is clear from items in the Kipling Papers at Sussex University that,
when touring cemeteries in France, Kipling took a close interest in the
"wonderful individuality" of the different sites, and also in the
arrangement of plants. At one cemetery, for instance, he took note
that only very small plants should be set in front of headstones, since
larger ones were apt to obscure the inscribed texts chosen by relatives.
In the spring of 1923 the Kiplings went by sea to the south of
France, and according to Charles Carrington's synopsis of Mrs
Kipling's diaries her entry for 6 April was: "To Toulon, to a hotel,
'very happy', studies his botany." Kipling had found a little booklet on
the names of flowers, written in French by Gaston Bonnier (1853-1922)
who had been Professor of Botany at the Sorbonne. Kipling must
have enjoyed it, for he wrote on the back cover forty lines of verse —
never published – beginning, "The Buttercup and the Berberis . . .",
and running pleasantly on through nearly a hundred plant names. 38
In 1927 they went to Brazil. One of Kipling's reasons for going there
he explained as follows:
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The basest of us have an ideal! Mine, cherished since extreme
youth, was to see the Victoria Regia lily at home, and, if possible,
that bird with the very long toes (Jacara might have been its
name) represented in the same picture-book as walking by choice
on its leaves . . . 39
This bird was in fact a Jacana, or Lily-trotter. It is related to the
plover, but is peculiar for its extraordinarily long toes and claws, which
enable it to run over floating lily-leaves, searching for the seeds of
aquatic plants and small aquatic animals, on which it lives. To see the
lily and the Jacana, Kipling went to the Botanical Gardens in Rio de
Janeiro, later describing how he
found the Gardens – utterly empty, utterly still, and lovely
beyond the power of telling. All things were in their places that
should have been, and growing naturally in their own atmosphere
– the fruits, flowers, trees, and smells that awake remembrance
. . . from the twinkly-leaved mango, which in my early beliefs
was inhabited after dark by 'Things', down to jack-fruit – that
durian which reeks like a corpse, but makes those who have once
tasted eager as ghouls to eat again. Through the dark arches of
the trees . . . floated . . . butterflies as big as bats, but made of
tinted moonshine . . .
The great Lily lived in a pond, and was all that the books had
said. Five to six feet across were her pads, and turned up at the
edges in three-inch rims. The blossom — one had only to wish
for anything in that land and it was given – her blossom is the
size of an effective hat-box, and dwarfs half an hotel apartment.
As to the bird Jacara, next morn I found two of him in cages,
for sale, over against the Fish-Market, where they sell miracles.
And their toes were exactly as long as they had been drawn in my
own picture-book . . . 40
To finish, here is a delightful letter Kipling wrote in December 1935,
a month before his death. It is to a Mr Bruce Hulse, who apparently
owned a nursery, and wanted to name a lily after Kipling.
Dear Sir,
In reply to yours of December 4th, I should be proud to be
Godfather to your Lily. But I make one stipulation. My only
other Godchild in the garden was, some years ago, a peony which
carried my name and was described in the catalogue as 'scarlet
blotched with purple and a gross feeder'. I am none of these
things and I felt it keenly. If I may take it from you that your Lily

THE GIGANTIC WATER-LILY
These specimens of the celebrated Victoria regia water-lily, native to the backwaters of
the Amazon, were photographed at Rio de Janeiro, in the Botanical Gardens which
Kipling visited and admired in 1927. The leaf of Victoria regia may be as much as seven
feet in diameter, and the flower (which he accurately described as "the size of an
effective hat-box") up to sixteen inches across.
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is of exquisite complexion and refined habits, you can give her my
name as soon as you like.
If you are good enough to send me over some of her children,
please let me know their ideas about food and exposure. We are
on deep loam that is apt to 'clog' a bit in heavy wet, and there are
no stones anywhere. I expect that is why my American trilliums
and some New England Mayflowers died on us after their first
year.
Very gratefully yours,
Rudyard Kipling.41
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THE BALLAD OF THE ARTIST
AND THE LOVER
THE MASTER-SERVANT RELATIONSHIP IN
KIPLING'S THE LIGHT THAT FAILED

by MARK CRONIN

[Mark Cronin submitted the following interesting article in 1991 from the Department
of English at the University of Delaware, in the United States. He was then a graduate
student, nearing the end of a course of work leading to a Ph.D. degree. His specialisation
has been Victorian literature.
The Light that Failed, written when Kipling was twenty-five, is a strange novel, not
always highly esteemed. In my own view it is a compelling narrative – crowded with
haunting descriptive imagery, sustained by a powerful sense of frustration and tension,
with brief passages of effectively conveyed violence. It is a complex and cogent story,
possibly conceived ahead of its time, but (as J.E. Monro showed in an important article
in our issue of December 1986) it is psychologically and sexually more convincing than
has sometimes been supposed.
It deserves sophisticated and unprejudiced reappraisal, and I believe Mark Cronin's
interesting analysis, grounded in well considered perceptions of the function of the artist,
provides a helpful contribution to that end. – Ed.]

Since its publication in 1891, critics have largely dismissed Rudyard
Kipling's The Light that Failed as the immature work of a developing
artist. Mark Kinkead-Weekes, for example, remarks that "what strikes
us about The Light that Failed, indeed, is not so much the blindness
of its hero as the blindness of the author." 1 Kipling's first novel
deserves better than the easy quips about "the book that failed".
Kipling innovatively experiments with ballads and structural
repetition to explore man's complex and ambivalent attitudes towards
art, love and war. The ballads that punctuate the book – both as
chapter-headings and as the raucous songs the war correspondents
bellow into the night – define in many ways both Kipling's narrative
technique and the tone of the novel. Consider his Dedication:
If I were hanged on the highest hill,
Mother o' mine, O mother o' mine!
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I know whose love would follow me still,
Mother o' mine, O mother o' mine!
If I were drowned in the deepest sea,
Mother o' mine, O mother o' mine!
I know whose tears would come down to me,
Mother o' mine, O mother o' mine!
If I were damned of body and soul,
I know whose prayers would make me whole,
Mother o' mine, O mother o' mine!2
Indeed, The Light that Failed often reads like a haunting lyric song,
with a repeated refrain weaving the thematics of imaginative insight,
personal failure and physical and spiritual blindness inextricably
together. For though each chapter follows Dick's progress as an artist,
and the complications he experiences with his calf-love Maisie, Kipling
always returns his reader to key scenes and motifs, literally forcing a
re-vision of previously witnessed events. Like a ballad whose story
moves us, though we know the tragic outcome before it unfolds, The
Light that Failed insistently foreshadows Dick Heldar's capitulation
to darkness; nevertheless, we cannot help being moved by the current
of events that overwhelms him.
Recent scholars have been far more receptive to Kipling's first novel
than critics of the past. As a testimony to the complexity of the work,
Kipling's portrayal of the troubled artist Dick Heldar has elicited
diverse critical response. The historical accuracy of artistic
communities, the literary traditions the book is indebted to, and the
psychological complexities of the central characters have all been
explored in recent articles.
Pierre Coustillas examines attitudes towards late nineteenth-century
Bohemias, and links Kipling to the tradition in the modern novel of
"reflecting the ambiguity of the artist's position in the materialistic
society born of the Industrial Revolution".3
Robert Caserio points out that "the literary tradition with which
the novel seems to want connection, Swinburne and Swinburne's midVictorian reading of Blake, the entire pre-Raphaelite legacy, in fact
. . .influence The Light that Failed.''4
J.E. Monro employs modern psychological theory to explain
character development in the work; he argues that Maisie "is an
excellent portrait of a defective female, and not a defective portrait of
a normal one". 5
Such articles enlighten, rather than belittling the book. Yet further

FORBES-ROBERTSON AGAIN
See the frontispiece, page 6. The picture above, from the same source, relates to the
dramatised version of The Light that Failed, not the book, and was captioned as
follows. "The trouble begins when Dick gets a cut over the head (in the Soudan
campaign) which affects an optic nerve. After weeks of darkness he finds to his joy that
he can see quite well again."
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aspects of the work demand close scrutiny, for by carefully examining
the narrative structure we can better understand the ambiguous
position the artist occupies in the novel.
Kipling never allows a single incident or perspective to define
character or theme. As suggested, he returns readers to familiar scenes
to explore them more fully. For example, in the opening chapter
Maisie nearly blinds Dick with an errant gun-shot. So too, her hair
momentarily blinds him later in the scene; and a hacking sword-blow
temporarily obscures his vision in the following chapter. Each event
foreshadows the blindness that eventually overcomes him.
Dick's inept attempt to communicate affection somehow informs
all his later exchanges with Maisie. They are only compatible when
venting hatred for their guardian. Dick can never improve upon his
initial "failure" of a kiss; even as an adult he must beg Maisie for a
parting kiss before she leaves for France.
The sun is consistently depicted throughout the narrative; for
whether it is shining down on two lonely children playing with pistols,
or on soldiers battling for empire, it is described as a savage and
wrathful red disc. The traditional symbol of light, the sun, serves only
to illuminate bitterness and destruction.
Binkie, the fawning dog which follows Dick's and Torpenhow's
every move, reminds us of Amomma, the pesky goat which trails the
children. Dick repeatedly manhandles and abuses his subjects; his
paintings are repeatedly praised, then destroyed.
Thus, by the time we arrive at the climactic blinding of Dick and the
destruction of the 'Melancolia', similar events have already happened
so frequently that we are prepared for them. Furthermore, the
destruction of a life's work, and the failure of sight, anticipate and
culminate in Dick's final act of self-destruction.
This narrative structure illuminates and reflects the underlying
creative-destructive cycle that Dick participates in and eventually
succumbs to. Dick's life does not progress linearly; rather, it circles,
and collapses back on itself.
Kipling suggests, through ruined paintings, failed relationships and
destroyed lives, the fragile and ephemeral quality of the creative act.
He repeatedly explores an essential paradox: that artists are captains
of their own fate, yet often victims of circumstance. They exist in a
world that simultaneously privileges the individual while demanding
conformity to the public norm. The artist is master of all he surveys,
but a servant to the whims and fancies of the world about him. Each
time he casts a discriminating eye on a potential subject, a thousand
more critical eyes await to pass judgment. Art, like love and life,

"Maisie took the pistol and stepped delicately to the verge of the mud." With her is the
"lanky hobbledehoy" Dick, and "her chiefest friend on earth", the goat Amomma.
This picture was the frontispiece of The Light that Failed in the Outward Bound edition
(Scribner's Sons, New York, 1897). Like two other similar ones in the present issue, it
derives from a photograph of a clay bas-relief by John Lockwood Kipling – among
many that he made to illustrate his son's books.
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neither endures nor edifies.
Although the central character, Dick Heldar, is at times brash,
arrogant, cruel and misogynistic, he is also talented and dedicated. Yet
he articulates virtually contradictory theories about the role of the
artist. Boldly, he first states to Maisie:
"Good work has nothing to do with – doesn't belong to – the
person who does it. It's put into him or her from outside . . . All
we can do is to learn how to do our work, to be masters of our
materials instead of servants, and never to be afraid of
anything." 6
Master of his art, but unable to control Maisie, Dick proposes an
aesthetic of power and submission. Such a statement, though, does
not solely define his approach. Later in the conversation he confesses
that he is unwilling to relinquish control. He implores Maisie to realise
that success
"isn't got at by sacrificing other people, — I've had that much
knocked into me; you must sacrifice yourself, and live under
orders, and never think for yourself, and never have real
satisfaction in your work except just at the beginning, when
you're reaching out after a notion." 7
Such a noble proclamation strikes the reader as hypocritical; Dick
willingly and repeatedly manhandles subjects for the benefit of his
work and to further his career. Early in the novel, in fact, Dick
dismisses feelings of compassion and friendship so that he may
brutally depict the degraded artist Binat. Dick resents taking orders,
and almost always thinks of himself. But we must recognise that his
aesthetics are necessarily inconsistent, for he intuits the essential
paradox that defines the role of the artist in The Light that Failed. The
artist must simultaneously function as both master and servant.
Because the artist of the Imperial army is repeatedly disarmed by
the women around him, he attempts to reassert dominion over his
artistic domains. Dick has the freedom to paint what he likes, yet he
must enslave his subjects. To master his military drawings he must
become a servant of the Empire. His potentially unbound artistic
inspiration is shackled by a fickle public. Even as creator of the
'Melancolia', he falls victim to the same malaise. He is inextricably
bound up in this cycle of domination and submission; his inability to
emerge from it forecasts his final capitulation.
Dick is initially attracted to art because it empowers him. Even as a
child he expresses a desire to control the world about him. "I don't
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know what I shall be," he explains to Maisie. "I don't seem to be able
to pass any exams., but I can make awful caricatures of the masters,
Ho! Ho!" 8
Indeed, such a comment prompts Robert Caserio to remark:
We are shown that his choice of art as a vocation is the reflex of
rancor from his orphaned childhood, when he was victimized by
a sadistic legal guardian. His art and his success are
indistinguishable from his need to take revenge for his early
misery.9
Dick's desire for control, and his struggle with the world, are
manifested in his choice of subjects. No more clearly do we witness
the creative and destructive impulses aligned together than in Dick's
battle-pieces:
The young man produced more sketches. "Row on a Chinese pigboat," said he sententiously, showing them one after another. —
"Chief mate dirked by a comprador. – Junk ashore off
Hakodate. – Somali muleteer being flogged. – Star-shell
bursting over camp at Berbera. – Slave-dhow being chased
round Tajurrah Bay. – Soldier lying dead in the moonlight
outside Suakin, – throat cut by Fuzzies."
Such exploitation of the violence of war ensures his initial success. Yet
Dick never escapes from depicting slavery and mutilation. Even in
London he must hire a prostitute as a model, and draw the ravaging
effects the brutal world has on her, in order to complete his
masterpiece.
When approaching his subjects, Dick is like an Imperial soldier
abroad – brutal, powerful and self-centred. The world is his for the
taking, and women exist only as part of the spoils. Journeying to Port
Said before he returns home from the Sudan, the English artist is
placed in a privileged position:
He had choice of all the races of the East and West for studies,
and the advantage of seeing his subjects under the influence of
strong excitement at the gaming-tables, saloons, dancing-hells,
and elsewhere.11
Dick, of course, takes advantage of this position. He orders an
elaborate celebration for his success, commands naked Zanzibari girls
to "dance furiously" about him, and forces the broken-down Binat to
pose for a picture. He treats Binat cruelly, brutally wrenching his chin
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to the light. For in a world that denies him the ability to determine his
fate, Dick steals moments of mastery.
Although art allows moments of control, the powerful artist is often
helpless in social situations. Dick is impotent and deferential as he
fawns over a cold Maisie, pathetically begging her for a single kiss.
Immediately after this he comes across Torpenhow attempting to
revive Bessie Broke, who has collapsed from starvation. Frustrated
from his failure with Maisie, Dick maltreats and frightens Bessie; yet
he is attracted to the spark of life that animates one so close to death.
Believing she would make a suitable subject, he claims territorial
rights, and warns Torpenhow not to interfere with her – "But
remember, old man, she isn't a woman: she's my model." 12
Dick callously suggests that it is acceptable to exploit humans; for
as he once explained to Maisie, "So I began to understand that men
and women were only material to work with, and that what they said
or did was of no consequence."13
For one who has been orphaned and abused, and has seen the
brutality of war, Dick is remarkably short-sighted; yet he will soon
learn that what men and women do can have terrible and lasting
ramifications.
Dick's disdain for his fellow-man — especially for women and the
lower classes – in no way negates the artistic ability Kipling invests
him with. Unlike Maisie, Dick shows flashes of inspiration. On board
a cargo ship headed from Lima to Auckland, he had seized both the
opportunity, and the skipper's mistress, to create a fleeting but
powerful piece of art. Nostalgically he recalls the situation that
produced one of his finest paintings –
"She was a sort of Negroid-Jewess-Cuban; with morals to match
. . . It was the best time I ever had . . . when it was calm it was
paradise; and the woman used to mix the paints and talk broken
English, and the skipper used to steal down every few minutes to
the lower deck, because he said he was afraid of fire . . ."14
Inspired by the sea, by stolen moments of passion, and by Edgar
Allan Poe's "Annabel Lee", Dick depicts the battle for the soul –
"I drew that fight, fought out in green water over the naked,
choking soul, and the woman served as the model for the devils
and the angels both — sea-devils and sea-angels, and the soul
half drowned between them . . ."15
Such moments cast Dick once again as the powerful Imperial

Lockwood Kipling s bas-relief of Bessie on Torpenhow's sofa; also of Binkie. [The Light that Failed, ch. IX]
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soldier-artist, plundering the foreign captain's ship for materials and
subjects. However, the portrait also reflects Dick's very dilemma: his
soul is trapped between two extremes, yet he is helpless to determine
the outcome. Fired by memory, he prompts the Nilghai into "The
Men of the Sea", which has a refrain that suggests the longing for
maternal, natural forces –
"Ye that bore us, O restore us!
She is kinder than ye;
For the call is on our heart-strings!"
Said The Men of the Sea.
The longing for the feminine (as in the dedicatory song) reminds us
that Dick's central life-scenes are played over and again: he steals
someone else's woman (Bessie is "taken" from Torpenhow) to create
a work of art that is doomed to be irrevocably lost.
His desire for mastery over his subject, for mastery in life,
culminates in his struggle with the 'Melancolia'. Desperate and
determined to complete his masterpiece before succumbing to
blindness, he abandons the world of men to pursue a notion —
He forgot Maisie, Torpenhow and Binkie at his feet, but
remembered to stir Bessie, who needed very little stirring, into a
tremendous rage, that he might watch the smouldering lights in
her eyes. He threw himself without reservation into his work, and
did not think of the doom that was to overtake him, for he was
possessed with his notion, and the things of this world had no
power upon him.17
Such a powerful moment captures the complex role of the artist in
the novel. Dick calls on his creative powers to stave off the doom; he
sacrifices himself wholly to his work. He also, however, completely
manipulates the impoverished Bessie, generating very real fires of
hatred and resentment for the sake of a painting. It is a genuine
masterpiece, born out of the rage of despair.
Dick is not the only character in the novel who employs artistic
endeavour to gain personal control. Maisie uses art like a fortress, to
isolate herself from a world she feels has rejected her. When Dick asks
her to work with him, she responds like a child:
"No, I couldn't. It's my work, – mine, – mine, – mine! I've
been alone all my life in myself, and I'm not going to belong to
anybody except myself."18
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Scared of public scorn, she retreats to the uninspired tutelage of the
master Kami, whose core of advice consists of the patronising phrase,
"Continuez, mes enfants." Yet her dogged pursuit of public
affirmation is tainted by a hint of desperation.
Maisie works and lives with a shadowy, nameless figure known only
as "the red-haired girl". The red-haired girl fawns over Maisie, and
quietly longs for Dick. Yet she too wields the artist's control; her quick
study of Dick's head impressively captures his spirit:
It was the merest monochrome roughing in of a head, but it
presented the dumb waiting, the longing, and, above all, the
hopeless enslavement of the man, in a spirit of bitter mockery.19
Unfortunately the drawing falls into the ashes of the stove and is
smudged beyond repair. But we are aware that, as Dick had degraded
Binat, so he is degraded.
Kipling reminds us throughout the novel that mastery is a seductive
but fleeting sensation. For though the artist is the creator, it is the
powerfully anonymous public that often has the final word. The artist
and the public battle for the ultimate control. Dick must respond to
their whims. Maisie longs for their approval.
Even the war correspondents express disdain for their pampered
reading public, who want a pretty picture of the Empire abroad:
. . . it was above all things necessary that England at breakfast
should be amused and thrilled and interested, whether Gordon
lived or died, or half the British army went to pieces in the sands.
The Soudan campaign was a picturesque one, and lent itself to
vivid word-painting . . ." 20
Such comments deflate the value of the correspondents' work: though
thrust into the centre of dangerous battles, they still must respond to
the demands of the public, safe at home.
The opposition and tension between artist and public is developed
most extensively with Dick. The battle for mastery is often depicted in
sexual terms. The Zanzibari dancing-girls, the Negroid-Jewess-Cuban
mistress, and Bessie the prostitute define Dick's illicit conquests and
inform his best work; yet Dick cannot translate such conquests into
successful male-female relationships. And although the public is
frequently described as soft and feminine, while the artist is portrayed
as vital and masculine, often in the book the feminine holds dominion
over the masculine.
When Dick first returns to London, the head of the Central
Southern Syndicate refuses to return his sketches. Dick not only
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roughs him up, he paws at him as if he were a helpless girl. But Dick is
willing to concede to the public's demands. After an art manager
labels his work "brutal" and "coarse", Dick repaints a picture that
was originally bloody, lurid and realistic. He explains his reasoning to
Torpenhow:
"I took my 'Last Shot' back. Behold the result! I put him into a
lovely red coat without a speck on it. That is Art. I polished his
boots, – observe the high light on the toe. That is Art. I cleaned
his rifle, – rifles are always clean on service, – because that is
Art. I pipeclayed his helmet, – pipeclay is always used on active
service, and is indispensable to Art. I shaved his chin, I washed
his hands, and gave him an air of fatted peace."21
Dick's scorn for public taste is evident; yet so too is his willingness to
change his painting to conform to it. Torpenhow responds by putting
his foot through the canvas and admonishing Dick: "They [the public]
are your masters. Don't be deceived, Dickie, you aren't strong enough
to trifle with them . . ." 22
Throughout The Light that Failed, the public and the artist exist in
an uneasy struggle for mastery. Kipling allows neither the final word.
We do realise, though, that almost every perspective on art, love and
war is filtered through Dick Heldar's eyes. And in Dick's world,
paintings are fragile and ephemeral. Like "His Last Shot", which
Torpenhow destroys with his boot, so too the red-haired girl's inspired
portrait of Dick is hopelessly smudged; Dick's drawing of the
Negroid-Jewess-Cuban is lost;23 and, of course, Bessie Broke
mutilates Dick's masterpiece, the 'Melancolia'.
This climactic moment not only highlights the antagonism
generated by the master-servant relationship, but it also questions who
ultimately wields control, and reminds us of the ephemeral nature of
art as well. The fragileness of the paintings suggests the fragile nature
of the artist's existence; the suffering of his subjects also defines his
pain. Dick and Maisie live in a bleak, cold world that allows only
stolen moments of glory and happiness.
After everything is taken from Dick – his sight, his calf-love, his
work as a war correspondent — he moves with unwavering resolve
towards his final "canvas". He seeks the peace of death among the
chaos of battle. Dick's final journey becomes a lifetime itself –
Those who have watched till the morning know how the last hour
before the light lengthens itself into many eternities. It seemed to
Dick that he had never since the beginning of original darkness
done anything at all save jolt through the air . . . From the safe

" 'Come down, you damned fool . . .!' And Dick came obediently, but as a tree falls,
pitching sideways from the Bisharin's saddle at Torpenhow's feet. His luck had held to
the last, even to the crowning mercy of a kindly bullet through his head." Lockwood
Kipling's rendering of the end of The Light that Failed.
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distance of London he was watching himself thus employed, —
watching critically. Yet whenever he put out his hand to the
canvas that he might paint the tawny yellow desert. . . that hand
held a revolver and the arm was numbed . . . Moreover, he was in
the dark, and could see no canvas of any kind whatever . . .24
Dick has come full circle; like the child of the opening chapter, he is
once again blinded in the sand, a revolver in hand, but with no true
target to aim at. And appropriately, a barren landscape becomes
Dick's final painting.
His final failure, then, is not in his inability to create a lasting piece
of art, or to establish a lasting relationship; rather, it is in the
impotence of artistic imagination. Dick cannot put the brush of his
mind to the canvas of the world; he cannot create light out of the
darkness that overwhelms him – such is the light that failed.
The paradox that positions the artist as both master and servant
dooms Dick. Unable to create a unique canvas in a world that
demands conformity, he never escapes the cycle of creation and
destruction. Even his suicide suggests conformity, for he flees an
England that demands all things be pleasant and sweet, to spill his
blood on foreign soil. The artist ends his life as both an Imperial
adventurer and an outcast. England no longer has a place for Dick,
for the darkness that defines the human condition as much as the light
has overtaken him.
The heading to Chapter XII is an evocative and ambiguous ballad,
which perhaps foretells Dick's death in the desert, and the irrevocable
loss it brings:
There were three friends that buried the fourth,
The mould in his mouth and the dust in his eyes;
And they went south, and east, and north –
The strong man fights, but the sick man dies.
There were three friends that spoke of the dead, –
The strong man fights, but the sick man dies. –
' 'And would he were here with us now,' ' they said,
"The sun in our face and the wind in our eyes."
Kipling punctuated his first novel with ballads and songs which tell
of impossible quests, terrible suffering, tragic loss and untimely
demise. Often such songs celebrate the nobility of heroic failure. It is
in these songs, perhaps, that we can better understand the nature of
Dick's failure, and of Kipling's success.
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ADVERTISEMENT
"MRS BATHURST? NO PROBLEM" by Shamus O.D. Wade explains Kipling's
"difficult" short story very simply in 1,390 words. "Mrs Bathurst? No problem"is sold
in aid of the Commonwealth Forces History Trust (Registered Charity No 1011521). Just
send £5 (or U.S. $12) to The Commonwealth Forces History Trust, 37 Davis Road,
Acton, London W3 7SE.
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KIPLING IN U.S. COMIC BOOKS
by JOHN BELL
[Mr Bell, of Ottawa, is by profession an archivist, with strong literary interests –
especially in Atlantic Canadian literature and Canadian popular culture. He has
produced, as editor or co-author, several books, including Canuck Comics: A Guide to
Comic Books Published in Canada (1986), and Halifax: A Literary Portrait (1990)
which contains a contribution by Kipling.
He tells me that his
a general fascination
Certainly, elements in
Kipling Journal is the

interest in comic-art adaptations of Kipling's works derives from
with the relationship between popular culture and literature.
Kipling's writings are highly susceptible to such a study; and the
right place for a listing such as Mr Bell has provided. – Ed.]

Given the visual richness and strong elements of fantasy found in
much of Kipling's best writing, it should come as no surprise that
during the past five decades or so his fiction has been adapted by large
numbers of American comic-book creators. Naturally, the primary
focus of such attention has been the Mowgli stories, but as the
checklist which follows demonstrates, U.S. graphic-narrative writers
and artists have occasionally drawn on some of Kipling's more
realistic works.
While not all these attempts by U.S. artists and writers to translate
Kipling's prose into the comics medium have been successful, they all
testify to the enduring appeal of his oeuvre. Probably the best and
most faithful adaptations are those by P. Craig Russell, especially
"The King's Ankus" and "Red Dog" [The Second Jungle Book].
Entries are listed alphabetically by comic-book title, and provide,
when possible, information concerning issue number, publisher, date,
story title, writers and artists. Reprints are also noted. Comic-art
adaptations that were only published in book form, such as Dorothy
Woolfolk and Howard Darden's version of "The Man who would be
King" [Wee Willie Winkie] published by Scholastic Book Services,
New York (1976), are not included; nor are adaptations that were
published in periodicals outside the comic-book field.
In addition to the following comic-book adaptations of Kipling's
works, it should also be noted that Kipling's life served as the subject
of the cover story for Real Life Comics No 35 (September 1946).
Furthermore, Disney has recently published first a limited comicbook series, and then a regular monthly comic, as well as a number of
comic-art stories, based on the Tale Spin animation characters, which
in turn derive from the Disney animated film, The Jungle Book.
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Among the characters in these aviation-adventure stories are Baloo
and Shere Khan.

A CHECKLIST, 1939-1991
Chilling Tales No 16 (Youthful Magazines, June 1953); "The Mark of the Beast" [Life's
Handicap]; Henry Kiefer, artist.
Classics Illustrated No 83 (Gilberton Publications, May 1951); "The Jungle Book";
Alex Blum & Audrey Bossert, artists. (Reprinted, with a new cover, ten times between
August 1953 and May 1966. A final reprint in 1968 featured both a new cover and new
interior art.)
Classics Illustrated No 117 (Gilberton Publications, March 1954); "Captains
Courageous"; Peter Costanza, artist. (Reprinted February 1967 and Fall 1969.)
Classics Illustrated No 143 (Gilberton Publications, March 1958); "Kim"; Joe Orlando,
artist. (Reprinted four times between 1962 and Winter 1969.)
Classics Illustrated (New Series) No 22 (Berkley/First Publishing, April 1991); "The
Jungle Books"; Jeffrey Busch, writer and artist.
Creepy No 19 (Warren Publications, March 1968); "The Mark of the Beast"; John Craig
(Craig Tennis, pseud.), artist and writer. (Reprinted from Treasury of Terror, ed.
Christopher Lee (Pyramid Books, New York, 1966).)
Four Color No 487 (Dell Publishing, August 1953); "Rudyard Kipling's Mowgli Jungle
Book"; unidentified artist. (Reprinted in Four Color Nos 582, 620.)
Jungle Book, The No 1 (Whitman Publishing, January 1968); "The Jungle Book"; Carl
Fallberg, writer; Al Hubbard, artist. (Reprinted by Western Publishing (Gold Key
Comics) in March 1968, June 1978 (oversize format) and 1984. Also in July 1978 by
Western, Walt Disney Showcase No 45. Reprinted in 1990 by Walt Disney Publications
in both comic-book and graphic-novel formats, Walt Disney's The Jungle Book.)
King Louie & Mowgli No 1 (Western Publishing, Gold Key Comics, May 1968); "A
Clown is Crowned", "The Big Bad Bear"; Walt Disney studio art.
Marvel Fanfare No 8 (Marvel Comics, May 1983); "Wolf-Boy"; Gil Kane and P. Craig
Russell, artists.
Marvel Fanfare No 9 (Marvel Comics, June 1983); "Mowgli's Brothers" [The Jungle
Book]; Gil Kane and P. Craig Russell, artists.
Marvel Fanfare No 10 (Marvel Comics, September 1983); "How Fear Came" [The
Second Jungle Book]; Mary Jo Duffy, writer; Gil Kane and P. Craig Russell, artists.
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Marvel Fanfare No 11 (Marvel Comics, November 1983); "Kaa's Hunting" [The Jungle
Book]; Mary Jo Duffy, writer; Gil Kane and P. Craig Russell, artists.
Movie Comics No 1 (National Periodical Publications, April 1939); "Gunga Din";
altered movie stills with dialogue balloons; Sheldon Mayer, editor.
Night Music No 3 (Eclipse Comics, March 1985); "The King's Ankus"; P. Craig
Russell, artist.
Night Music No 7, also titled Red Dog No 1 (Eclipse Comics, February 1988); "Red
Dog"; P. Craig Russell, artist.
Pendulum Illustrated Classics No 64-2626 (Pendulum Press, 1977); "Captains
Courageous"; John N. Fago, adaptor; Leonardo Patricia, artist. (Reprinted in Academic
Industries' Pocket Classics series in 1984.)
Red Dog No 1. See Night Music No 7.
Walt Disney Showcase No 45. See Jungle Book, The.
Walt Disney's The Jungle Book. See Jungle Book, The.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[1 am glad to receive letters intended for publication. However, since more
are received than can in practice be printed, I must be selective, and
reserve – unless expressly told otherwise – the usual right to shorten a
letter. In some cases it may be possible for the text, and/or enclosures, to
be summarised under "Points from Other Letters". – Ed.]

DETMOLD ORIGINALS
From Mr J. Whitlock Blundell, Production Director, Folio Society, 202 Great Suffolk
Street, London SE1 1PR

Dear Sir
The Folio Society has just published an edition of The Jungle Book
in which the colour plates by Maurice and Edward Detmold are
reproduced. We intend to follow this in 1993 with an edition of The
Second Jungle Book.
Maurice Detmold died in 1908, the year of the original Jungle Book
plates; but his brother produced a series of twelve illustrations for The
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Second Jungle Book, which were reproduced in the Illustrated
London News between October 1910 and January 1911.
These reproductions are monochrome half-tones, but we have no
idea from what type of original the printer was working. The archives
of the I.L.N. were destroyed during the Second World War, and we
have no way of knowing whether the Detmold originals were involved
in the conflagration. Lionel Larnbourne, the expert on illustration at
the Victoria & Albert Museum, has tried to track them down – so far
unsuccessfully.
We should be most grateful for any light on the subject.
Yours truly
JOE WHITLOCK BLUNDELL

JOHN KIPLING
From Mrs V. Holt, Joint Managing Director, Major & Mrs Holt's Battlefield Tours
(Specialists in Battlefields & History: Ancient & Modern), Golden Key Building,
15 Market Street, Sandwich, Kent CT13 9DA

Dear Sir
I am writing in response to your Editorial, "John Kipling's Grave",
in the September 1992 issue.
You correctly say that an apparent anomaly – the erroneous map
reference for the recovery area of the body – was the "basic clue" for
the observant and diligent officer of the Commonwealth War Graves
Commission's identification of John Kipling. However, there are more
anomalies in the case.
Primarily there is the question of rank. The unidentified body in St
Mary's Advanced Dressing Station Cemetery was described as "An
unknown Lieutenant of the Irish Guards". The positive identification
rested not only on the assumption that the map reference of the
original burial site should have been H25 C 6 8, not G25 C 6 8, but
that it was that of an Irish Guards Lieutenant, and that John Kipling
was the only full Lieutenant of the three Irish Guards subalterns killed
or reported missing on 27 September 1915.
It is a curious fact that, while John Kipling's service record held by
the Irish Guards lists him as having been promoted to full Lieutenant
on 7 June 1915, Rudyard Kipling lists him as 2nd Lieutenant in his
history of the Regiment (The Irish Guards in the Great War, 1923).
Also curious is the fact that John Kipling wrote to his father on 16
September, asking him to send an identification tag inscribed "2nd Lt
J Kipling".
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There are other anomalies which I found intriguing – so much so
that it inspired me to embark on a close examination, and to research
the story of John Kipling's short service with the Irish Guards, and
the effect his death had on Rudyard's life and works. The result will be
published in article form shortly; and my husband Tonie and I will be
talking to the Kipling Society on the subject on 10 February 1993, at
Brown's Hotel.
Also, in collaboration with Charlotte Zeepvat, researcher and artist,
we are considering a small book about John Kipling, his short life and
the identification of his body. We would therefore like to appeal to
Society members for news of any previously unpublished material on
John.
Yours sincerely
VALMAI HOLT

[The joint lecture scheduled for 10 February appears among our Announcements on
page 5. As for the anomaly of John Kipling's rank, it is even odder than appears from
Mrs Holt's letter: he was shown as a Second Lieutenant when described as 'missing' in
action, on page 15 of volume II of The Irish Guards in the Great War, but was listed as
a full Lieutenant in Appendix A and in the index. – Ed.]

COPIES O F "IF – "
From Lt-Colonel L.H. Landon, Swakeleys, Norton, Yarmouth, Isle of Wight
PO4I ORX

Dear Sir
I am anxious to obtain a dozen copies of Kipling's "If – " . Do you
know of any firm that prints and sells individual copies of this poem?
I should be most grateful for help in this matter.
Congratulations on the Kipling Journal: it is quite fascinating.
Yours sincerely
LIONEL LANDON

[Beautifully printed and illuminated texts of "If –" are readily found on sale (in Britain
and abroad, in a variety of languages) when one doesn't need them: can some reader put
Colonel Landon, directly or through me, in touch with a supplier? Incidentally the
Colonel is nephew to Kipling's close friend, Perceval Landon (1869-1927), author,
journalist and traveller – to whom that splendid but melancholy poem, "A Song in the
Desert", was Kipling's obituary tribute. — Ed.]
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KIPLING'S "THE WAY AV U T " AN AN OLDER
IRISH BALLAD
From Major K.M.L. Frazer, 3 Roseacres, Sawbridgeworth, Herts CM21 OBU

Dear Sir
Regarding the item on "The Way av Ut" [pages 50-52, September
1992], I note that neither in the Journal nor in Professor Rutherford's
Early Verse by Rudyard Kipling is there any reference to "The Wearin'
o' the Green", on which verse 1 of "The Way av Ut" is based. Verse 2
of "The Wearin' o' the Green" runs:
1 met wid Napper Tandy, and he took me by the hand,
And he said, "How's poor ould Ireland, and how does she stand?"
She's the most disthressful country that iver yet was seen,
For they're hangin' men an' women there for the wearin' o' the Green.

Compare:
I met wid ould Mulvaney an' he tuk me by the hand,
Sez he:- 'Fwhat kubber from the front, an' will the Paythans stand?' . . .

In the first chapter of Stalky & Co., under the influence of "two
glasses of strong home-brewed", M'Turk croons at least the first line
of the Irish ballad ["Oh, Paddy dear, and did ye hear the news that's
goin' round?"], on which, with his usual careful choice of words,
Kipling says there was an ' 'anathema' '.
A probable reference to the subject of Kipling's ballad is in "The
Mutiny of the Mavericks" [Life's Handicap, 1891], where "A few of
the younger men mourned for Mulcahy's beer, because the campaign
was to be conducted on strict temperance principles.' '
Kipling moved a long way from Mulvaney to the Curragh crisis!
Yours sincerely
K.M.L. FRAZER

MEMBERSHIP NEWS
NEW MEMBERS. We welcome to the Society the following:- Deakin University
(Geelong Library Serials, Victoria, Australia); Mr T.A. Evans (Middlesex); Mr Robert
C. Howard (Toronto, Canada); Ms Mary E. Mormon (Colorado, U.S.A.).
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POINTS FROM OTHER LETTERS
DOCTORS' HOURS
From Mr Brian Mattinson, 6 Herisson Close, Pickering, Yorkshire YO18 7HB

Mr Mattinson has brought to our notice an item on the Letters page of
the March 1992 issue of the BMA News Review. A reader of that
organ had in turn noted an article in the Times of India which he felt
worth writing to the BMA News Review about, in view of the
prevailing debate on the working hours of doctors in Britain.
According to that Times of India article, officials of the Indian
Ministry of Health, searching for an apt quotation for their Minister
(Mr M.L. Fotedar) to use in comments on a doctors' strike, had come
up with a passage from Kipling:
The world has long ago decided that you have no working hours that anybody is bound
to respect; that nothing but extreme bodily illness will excuse you in its eyes from refusing
to help a man who thinks he may need your help at any hour of the day or night. That
in all times of flood, fire, famine, plague, pestilence, battle, murder or sudden death, it
will be required of you that you report for duty, go on duty at once, and remain on duty,
until your strength fails you or your conscience relieves you, whichever may be the longer
period.

That quotation, slightly mangled, comes from a speech Kipling had
made to medical students at the Middlesex Hospital in 1908 – later
collected in A Book of Words as "A Doctor's Work". The relevant
passage, perhaps a fifth of the speech, reads as follows:Every sane human being is agreed that this long-drawn fight for time that we call life is
one of the most important things in the world. It follows, therefore, that you, who
control and oversee this fight, and who will reinforce it, must be amongst the most
important people in the world. Certainly the world will treat you on that basis. It has
long ago decided that you have no working hours which anybody is bound to respect,
and nothing except your extreme bodily illness will excuse you in its eyes [for] refusing
to help a man who thinks he may need your help at any hour of the day or night.
Nobody will care whether you are in your bed, or in your bath, or at the theatre. If any
one of the children of men has a pain or a hurt in him you will be summoned; and, as
you know, what little vitality you may have accumulated in your leisure will be dragged
out of you again.
In all time of flood, fire, famine, pestilence, battle, murder, and sudden death it will
be required of you that you report for duty at once, and go on duty at once, and that you
stay on duty until your strength fails you or your conscience relieves you; whichever may
be the longer period.
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This is your position — these are some of your obligations – and I do not think that
they will grow any lighter. Have you heard of any legislation to limit your output? Have
you heard of any Bill for an eight hours' day for doctors? Do you know of any change
in public opinion which will allow you not to attend a patient when you know that the
man never means to pay you? Have you heard any outcry against those people who can
really afford surgical appliances, and yet cadge round the hospitals for free advice, a cork
leg, or a glass eye? I am afraid you have not.
It seems to be required of you that you must save others. It is nowhere laid down that
you need save yourselves. That is to say, you belong to the privileged classes. I am sorry
you have met my demonstration with a certain amount of levity . . .

ARNOLD BENNETT ON KIPLING AND CONRAD
From Mr M. Jones, Brown's Hotel, Dover Street, London WIA 4SW

Mr Jones has written to draw attention to a criticism of Kipling,
expressed by Arnold Bennett in a letter to H.G. Wells on 8 December
1897, as recorded in Arnold Bennett and H.G. Wells (edited by Harris
Wilson, University of Illinois Press, 1960). Comparing Kipling with
Joseph Conrad, Bennett asserted an interesting distinction:He [Conrad] is so consciously an artist. Now Kipling isn't an artist a bit. Kipling doesn't
know what art is – I mean the art of words; il ne se préoccupe que de la chose racontée.
He is a great writer but not an artist. . .

Mr Jones remarks that whereas in 1897 Kipling was approaching
the height of his reputation, Bennett (a near-contemporary, 1867-1931)
had yet to produce his first book, but had had various short stories
published and was editing a magazine, Woman. Conrad, a few years
older, had begun to make his name, with Almayer's Folly, The
Outcast of the Islands and The Nigger of the Narcissus.

THE SOCIETY'S LIBRARY
by TRIXIE SCHREIBER

[Some of our members visited the Library recently, for a special Open Evening; we
believe they were favourably impressed by what they saw. The Society has an outstanding
and valuable collection of books, cuttings, photographs, papers and miscellanea, all
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stored for us under very generous arrangements in a highly appropriate location. We
hope many more members will recognise the usefulness of this resource, will interest
themselves in it, and will help to maintain it.
Offers of help, or of books and documents, should be made to our Honorary
Librarian, Mrs Schreiber, who kindly gives much time to her responsibilities. Below, she
comments on the Library in general terms – in an edited and up-dated version of her
report to the Society's A.G.M. at Brown's Hotel last July. – Ed.]

The Kipling Society's Library has been housed since mid-1991 in the
'special collections' area of the City University Library, Northampton
Square, London. We are most grateful to the University Librarian,
John McGuirk, and his staff, for their continuing help, advice and
approachability.
We are lucky to share the infrastructure of a University Library. The
reading-rooms are comfortable, light, warm and clean; security and
key-holding facilities are shared; mail is accepted on our behalf; we
have the use of reference books and photocopiers, and access to a
refreshment area.
Our Library has been further transformed by the purchase of a
Serota bookcase to match the one bought some years ago. All items
can now be securely shelved, and their appearance is much enhanced.
The help of several fellow-members of the Society during this period
of transition is gratefully acknowledged.
The Library benefits greatly from members' donations of books
and papers. These are much appreciated – most recently we have
received four handsome volumes from Mr Alister McCrae, C.B.E., of
Glasgow – and I am always open to offers of relevant books, new or
old. A small number are also acquired by purchase (while a few
defective or duplicated items are occasionally sold).
All new acquisitions, whether by donation or purchase, are to be
recorded in the Kipling Journal. [Yes, from March 1993 – Ed.]
Following the re-location of the Library last year it became clear
that the time had come to review our cataloguing system. This had
been painstakingly compiled over the years by a series of devoted
though amateur librarians, but our collection now deserves a more
professional system, to make its contents more conveniently accessible
to scholars. However, modern automated methods of library
information technology, which are needed to achieve this aim, are
beyond the Society's resources; so steps are being taken, in
consultation with John McGuirk, to see whether some suitable
charitable trust might entertain an application from us for financial
assistance to this end. D

THE KIPLING JOURNAL
AN EXPLANATORY NOTE
The Kipling Journal, house magazine of the Kipling Society, is sent
quarterly to all members. Its contributions to learning since 1927 have
earned it a high reputation. It has published many important items by
Kipling not readily found elsewhere, and a vast quantity of valuable
historical, literary and bibliographical commentary, in various shapes,
by authorities in their field. In the academic study of Kipling, no
serious scholar overlooks the Journal's wealth of data, soon to be
re-indexed. Over two hundred libraries and English Faculties, in a
dozen countries, receive it as corporate members of the Society.
However, though scholarly in general tendency, it is not an austerely
academic production. It aims to entertain as well as to inform. This is
both necessary and easy. Necessary because our membership is as
representative of the ordinary reader as of the university researcher.
Easy because there exists an inexhaustible reservoir of engrossing
material – thanks to the great volume and variety of Kipling's
writings; the scope of his travels, acquaintance and correspondence;
the diversity of his interests and influence; the scale of the events he
witnessed; the exceptional fame he attracted in his lifetime; and the
international attention he continues to attract.
The Editor is glad to receive, from members and non-members
alike, articles or letters bearing on the life and works of Kipling. The
range of potential interest is wide, from erudite correspondence and
scholarly criticism to such miscellanea as justify attention, e.g. reports
of new books or films; press cuttings; sales catalogues; unfamiliar
photographs; fresh light on people or places that Kipling wrote about;
and of course unpublished letters by Kipling himself, particularly ones
of any biographical or bibliographical significance.
Authors of prospective articles should know that length may be
crucial: the volume of material coming in steadily exceeds the space
available. A page holds under 500 words, so articles of 5000 words,
often requiring preface, notes and illustrations, may be hard to
accommodate quickly. Even short pieces often have to wait. Naturally,
as with other literary societies, contributors are not paid; their reward
is the appearance of their work in a periodical of repute.
The Secretary of the Society arranges distribution of the Journal,
and holds an attractive stock of back numbers for sale. However items
submitted for publication should be addressed to The Editor, Kipling
Journal, Weavers, Danes Hill, Woking, Surrey GU22 7HQ, England.

THE KIPLING SOCIETY
AN EXPLANATORY NOTE
The Kipling Society exists for anyone interested in the prose and verse,
and the life and times, of Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936). When founded
in 1927 by J.H.C. Brooking and a few enthusiasts, it met with
vehement and predictable disapproval from Kipling himself; but it
quickly gained, and thereafter retained, a substantial membership. It
remains today one of the most active and enduring of the many
literary and historical societies in Britain. Moreover, being the only
one in the world that focuses specifically on Kipling and his place in
English Literature, it also attracts members from many other
countries, who all receive the quarterly Kipling Journal (subject of a
note on the previous page).
As an essentially non-profit-making literary organisation run on a
voluntary basis to provide a service to the public as well as to its
members, the Kipling Society is a Registered Charity in Britain. Its
overall activities are controlled by its Council, though routine
management is in the hands of the Secretary and the other honorary
officials. However, its large membership in North America is mainly
co-ordinated from Rockford College, Illinois, and there is also an
active branch in Melbourne, Australia.
For fuller particulars of its organisation, and a list of impending
meetings, see pages 4 and 5 of this issue. The Society's main London
activities fall into four categories. First, maintaining a specialised
Library which scholars may consult, and which is located in City
University, London; second, answering enquiries from the public (e.g.
schools, publishers, writers and the media), and providing speakers on
request; third, arranging a regular programme of lectures, usually but
not exclusively in London, and a formal Annual Luncheon with a
distinguished Guest Speaker; fourth, publishing the Kipling Journal.
Kipling, phenomenally popular in his day, appeals still to a wide
range of 'common readers' attracted by his remarkable prose and
verse style, his singular ability to evoke atmosphere, and his skill in
narrative. These unacademic readers, as well as professional scholars
of English literature, find much to interest them in the Society and its
Journal. New members are made welcome. Particulars of membership
are obtained by writing to the Secretary, Kipling Society, 2nd floor,
Schomberg House, 80/82 Pall Mall, London SW1Y 5HF (or, for those
living in North America, to the address at the foot of page 4).
The annual subscription rate is £20 – both for individual and for
corporate members, whether in Britain or abroad. This remains the
'minimum' rate: many members very helpfully contribute more.

